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Online Legal Document Company to Offer Free Documents to Charities
VANCOUVER, CANADA (March 6, 2007) Documatica Legal Forms Inc. has
announced the creation of a new program, Contracts with a Conscience, which will provide
charitable organizations in the United States and Canada with unlimited access to their online
legal document selection at no cost. To qualify for the program, charities must complete a short
application form outlining their purpose and legal document needs. Upon approval of the
application, Documatica will provide each organization with the legal forms they require, at no
charge. The application forms and instructions are available online at http://www.documaticaforms.com/charity.php.
Since its start in 2005, Documatica has taken pride in providing innovative automated
legal forms for a variety of applications. The documents are fully customizable for common-law
jurisdictions throughout the United States and Canada, and can be downloaded in PDF,
Microsoft Word, or HTML format. Documatica’s selection of online documents is rapidly
expanding and includes many popular forms such as a residential lease, promissory note, child
travel consent, and more.
The Contracts with a Conscience program marks the latest in a series of communityoriented initiatives Documatica has undertaken, including a legal notice of bullying, child
medical consent, and publishing/copyright agreement. “At Documatica, we are always searching
for new ways to make our documents more accessible and more useful to the public,” says
Christie Foreman, Legal Writer. “We are hoping that the Contracts with a Conscience program
will allow charities to dedicate more funding to their causes, which we believe will help to
improve our communities.”
For more information on the Contracts with a Conscience program, or other legal forms, visit
Documatica at http://www.documatica-forms.com or contact documatica.pr@gmail.com.
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